Holmes Harbor Rod & Gun Club
3334 E Brooks Hill Rd.,
Langley, WA
Whidbey Island

Saturday March 14 – 10:00a
Cabin Fever Handgun tune up match – Details
1) Hostage rescue - 32 caliber or larger center fire; metallic sights, or laser dot i.e. Crimson Trace, no
holographic type sights allowed. One Hand. Start with gun at low ready, finger off the trigger
 Starting at 5 paces (Shupe’s pace), 5 shots to the left “Bad Guy” score 5-2-0 per shot. Hits to the “Good
Guy” score minus 10 and you don’t advance. You do keep points up to & including the group with the
“Good Guy” hit.
Remaining shooters back up to 7 paces, 5 shots to the right “Bad Guy” score as above
Remaining shooters back up to 9 paces, 5 shots to the left “Bad Guy” score as above
Remaining shooters back up to 11 paces, 5 shots to the right “Bad Guy” score as above.
Any ties will be determined first by fewest hits in the good guy, then at 15 paces 5 shots as above.

2) Bill Wilson’s 5x5 skill test; 32 caliber or larger center fire; metallic sights. Draw from strong side holster,
four timed strings, IDPA target & Limited Vickers scoring 25 shots total. Each point down adds ½ second to
your time. All strings shot at 10 yards. You will need a holster & a minimum of two magazines.
 String 1: Draw and fire 5 shots freestyle
 String 2: Draw and fire 5 shots strong hand only
 String 3: Draw and fire 5 shots freestyle, reload from slide lock and fire 5 more shots freestyle
 String 4: Draw and fire 4 shots to the body and 1 shot to the head freestyle
Skill ranking (Bill Wilson’s opinion)
Grand Master: 15 seconds or less
Master: 20 seconds or less
Expert: 25 seconds or less
Sharpshooter: 32 seconds or less
Marksman: 41 seconds or less
Novice: 50 seconds or less
Not proficient enough to carry a handgun: Over 50 seconds

3) 10-25 yd steel clangers, Speed shoot, 32 caliber or larger center fire, any sight. Start with gun at low ready,
finger off the trigger.
 5 targets, 5 shots. Best time wins, but every miss adds 5 seconds.

4) 15 yd speed shoot; 32 caliber or larger; any sights - 6 shots scored as follows
 Official 50 ft timed and rapid fire pistol target: (NRA B3) 8 ¼ inch target (6-10) ; 3 inch black (9-10), one
point off for each 1/10 second over 6 seconds. One bonus point for each 1/10 second under six seconds,
only if all six shots at least break the outer ring. Start with gun at low ready, finger off the trigger

Open to the Public, Prizes for each event.
Silver Coin for overall Match winner
Entry Fee $10. Any questions call Dave Shupe 206 251-6090

